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1. Lightness
The work of Charlotte Moth places itself lightly in the world, sometimes so lightly it appears to prefer a condition of being suspended. It may be literally lifted above our heads into the ambiguous space of the ceiling, as with the series of wooden structures given the name Light Structure (three versions, 2008-–16), from which coloured lamps shine down. We are left with a certain hesitancy about where exactly to look: at the source of the light above us or its end point as a coloured blur.?. Our training, as spectators, is to seek an object of some kind – where has it gone? One obvious answer might be that the lightweight wooden structure is proposed as some kind of sculpture in itself, but it is hard to credit it with the honorific presence of ‘sculpture’, because of its position, up in the area of a gallery where we do not usually look, and its functional appearance, as a neutral grid or lattice. The historical weight of the term sculpture has been dispersed, and the space of the gallery has been made to connect with that of a stage, or a dance floor. The beholderviewer hesitates to complete the scene and become a performer in it, which gives the Light Structure series a feeling of latency – that something could or perhaps should happen, happen, or that it may yet.  happen.
A work such as Backdrops (, 2015), creates something of the same hesitancy in the viewer, while demonstrating a self-sufficient quality as a visual proposal. It consists of a simple round wooden table, whose mirrored top reflects a blue and white print on the wall, against which it is closely and carefully positioned, a bit off-centre. The print signifies an idea of sky without any attempt to replicate the shape of clouds. The ideal viewing conditions for the work would seem to be a gallery with changeablechanging natural light, filtering down from above to vary the presence of the ensemble and especially the mirror as a reflector of light and weather. The table is on castors and could be moved by the pressure of no more than aonea finger, but this potential for movement does not explain fully our sense of uncertainty about exactly where the work is, what we should be looking at. The table does not hold an object of any kind – which is a function of tables – only a reflected image. It seems to await the arrival of something, or someone, to complete it. A backdrop ought to be a backdrop to something. But the mirrored table alone is the performer here, for as long as it keeps its position. The arrangement is given a plural title, Backdrops, which further multiplies the layers of theatricality involved in this at first sight lucid demonstration.
‘Sculpture’ is an abiding concern for Moth, but disconcertingly, it may be produced as a side effect of other motives, as though it cannot be aimed for directly. The persistence of sculpture is consistently tested out against other conditions of display, and other types of spaces: living spaces, working spaces (the studio) and also spaces of representation, study and commerce. As sculpture – which is both a potential class of objects and a historical term for them that we now use uncertainly – moves through these different spaces, it seems to have become lighter. This lightness is neither a cause for celebration – as though in victory over ‘sculpture’, mass and embodiment – ornor a reason for premature mourning. Lightness is perhaps more simply a condition to be felt and known.

2. Hands
‘What gives the hand this advantage? Why does this mute, blind organ speak to us so persuasively? Because it is, like the higher forms of life, highly original and highly differentiated. Jointed on its delicate hinges, the wrist has the structure of many small bones. From it five skeletal branches, each with its system of nerves and ligaments, run beneath the skin, thence they fan out into five separate fingers. Each of them, articulated on three knuckles, has its own aptitude and its own mind. A curved surface traced with veins and arteries, and rounded at the edges, links the wrist with fingers, masking their hidden structure. The underside forms a receptacle. When the hand is active, it can stretch and stiffen. Quite as easily it can shape itself round an object. This activity has left marks in the hollow of the hand, and one can read there, if not the linear symbols of things past and things to come, at least the pattern and as it were the memories of our lives otherwise lost to us, and perhaps as well some even more distant inheritance.’​[1]​

Henri Focillon, ‘In Praise of Hands’, from The Life of Forms in Art, [1934], translated by Charles Beecher Hogan and George Kubler (New York: Zone Books, 1992), pp.159-60. 

Among the surprises to be found in Charlotte Moth’s recent work are sculptures of hands, given the title living images (, 2015). . Each of these hands is holding a found object: a striped drinking straw, a wooden ball with a hole in it, a green plastic tray formed into compartments, a glass sphere, an unknown wooden ball with a hole in it, a white plastic form. and a glass sphere. None of the hands is arranged as part of a pair. Three form a group, two more are displayed entirely on their own.
Each of the hands has its own distinct quality of action, of purposiveness, and of being. First, let’s look at the hand that holds the straw, as though it is a writing or drawing instrument. The thumb strongly meets the fingers, to hold the straw firmly, but also in a relaxed and unconscious way: the hand is alert but at the same time in repose. The straw cannot be used to write or draw, and this makes the hand into something that is perhaps playing at writing, playing at or drawing;, or using the straw to point, to indicate. But whatever may be indicated by the straw is not there: our attention therefore goes back in a circular way to the hand that is doing the holding, which conveys a quality of absorption in its own actions. (The straw, held by a different hand, is also to be seen in Filmic Sketches, where children’s play and the use of objects is demonstrated as a distinct area of interest for the artist.)
The hand that delicately balances a green plastic tray on its middle finger demonstrates a different kind of relaxed purposiveness. To balance anything on the tip of one’s finger is an achievement, but it’s usually a pleasure just for oneself, not an audience. For a moment, the object balances. It is not simply the hand, wrist and finger that doesdo the balancing: to balance anything involves the whole body working and concentrating. In the confident moment of balancing, a whole body is clearly implied. The part-objects of the cast bronze hands (the artist’s) are separated from bodies, and retain an inherent strangeness – as the removable hands of mannequins do, or the sculpted versions of hands in glass or acrylic hands on which jewellery is displayed for sale. But the strength of well-established conventions for looking at sculpture, by which a part of a body or a fragment need not be considered as anything creepyunnerving, just as a part of an absent whole, holds good. As we look at these hands we appreciate and identify with the liveliness of hands, as they hold, balance, play and express. They are living images after all, made in bronze to capture moments in the life of hands.
The third hand in this group of three shows a different moment of purposive control. The wooden ball is held, or just rests, on the thumb and two fingers. The third and fourth fingers curl as though part of thea sympathetic effort to keep the ball in place, but are not actually touching it; this is the hand balancing itself and ‘showing its own mind’ in Focillon’s terms. The effect is again of relaxed concentration. The wooden ball was a doorknob, so it was designed as something to be held in particular ways, and which hands would need tocould understand easily. Equally, the wooden ball suggests children’s play, and we are only too aware that the ball could fall at any moment. The hand is shown at a mid-point between gripping, holding and balancing an object, which provides something highly distinct from the other two hands in the group. It suggests the very subtle and quick way we can use our hands to move between these different types of action. It does not seem sufficient to describe any of these actions as habitual, or unconscious. Our hands, in playing with simple objects, find the world again: that which we can control and that which we know is outside us – we recognise this by the way it also slips away from our grasp. Donald Winnicott, the psychoanalyst who has put forward one of the strongest defences of play, writes: ‘The thing about playing is always the precariousness of the interplay of personal psychic reality and the experience of control of actual objects’ (D. W, Winnicott, Playing and Reality [1971], London: Routledge, 2002, p.47). objects.’​[2]​
The two hands that are shown on their own seem, more purposively, to be offering something to youthe viewer, inviting a relation or a communication. One holds a white plastic relief of inclined planes (used as the cover for an electric doorbell, though it here functions simply as ‘found object’). This is gripped firmly between thumb and forefinger, and is held out flat, as though offered to your hand.. The other is a hand extended flat out, the fingers going slightly back on themselves, stretched to make a flat palm on which a glass sphere is balanced: an unforgettable, confident and open gesture of giving, an invitation to us to look closely. The group of three hands conveys a sense of distracted self-involvement, to which the viewer is a silent observer. The two single hands offer a more definite acknowledgement of the viewer’s space you are in and open up a potential intersubjective dialogue – ‘take this’, or ‘look at this’. They invite your own response, your own play.
Are these hands making gestures? Perhaps the two single hands are, but in each case the use of an object means that the hands are shown in the midst of actions – ‘playing is doing’, Winnicott insists – that at the same time unconsciously demonstrate a sense of life. The actions do not have a clear purpose. Focillon writes wonderfully about this purposelessness:
‘Watch your hands as they live their own free life. Forget for a moment their function, forget their mystery. Watch them in repose; the fingers are lightly drawn in, as if the hands were absorbed in a reverie. Watch them in the sprightly elegance of pure and useless gestures, when it seems that they are describing numberless possibilities gratuitously in the air and, playing with one another, preparing for some happy event to come. Although they can imitate the silhouettes and the behaviour of animals by casting their shadow on a wall by candlelight, they are much more beautiful when they imitate nothing at all’ (Focillon, p.160).all.’​[3]​
There is one last thing to return to when considering consider with this group of cast bronzes of hands given the name living images: the role played by bronze-of casting and the tradition of sculpture it brings with it. The casts are made from life, through a series of negative and positive moulds, and then carefully finished. There are some homologies between processes of casting from life and photography: in different ways, they constitute a trace. The remarkable detail of the surface of the skin is present here, but verisimilitude (as in a waxwork) is not insisted on. The hands are ‘from life’ but ever so slightly generalised by the slight polishpatina or burnish given to the surface of the metal. These are the artist’s hands, but more importantly they are allowed to function as a category: ‘hands’. It is this careful use of the craft and the idealising traditions of figurative sculpture that removes the sense of creepiness that life casts (and sculptural fragments of bodies) can sometimes have. The hint of generality allows youthe viewer to identify more easily with the actions performed by the hands and the life unconsciously displayed by them, on which Focillon (p.184) must have the last word:
‘Nerval relates the story of a hand laid under a curse and which, severed from its body, journeys over the world to do a work of its own. As for me, I separate hands neither from the body nor from the mind. But the relationships between mind and hand are not, however, so simple as those between a chief accustomed to obedience and a docile slave. The mind rules over the hand; hand rules over mind. The gesture that makes nothing, the gesture with no tomorrow, provokes and defines only the state of consciousness. The creative gesture exercises a continuous influence over the inner life.’​[4]​

3. Plinths and plantsPlants
Serendipitous research has led Charlotte Moth to study the role played by pot plants in the space of historical modernism. She has studied a photo of an exhibition by Barbara Hepworth from 1956, where foliage plants areis positioned closely by the sculptures, huddled up against the plinths. It’s a surprising and cheerful image. There was clearly no embarrassment about the presence of the plants, or any feeling that they were interlopers in the serious space of contemplation expected in a modern art exhibition. Hepworth liked plants, which were to be found in her living and working environments, as they were (and still are) in a place such as Kettle’s Yard, Cambridge, England:, a collection of modernist art, sculpture, and other artefacts assembled by Jim Ede, where art, by Hepworth and many others, is displayed in a small-scaled domestic environment.
The presence of plants subtly but strongly changes the atmosphere in any room or interior, whether ana corporate atrium or a kitchen. Apart from the ‘sculptural’ qualities frequently sought out in plants for modern interiors, plants introduce another set of relationships and perceptions. They show that an environment is being cared for and thought about. In a shared office, that characteristic modern space which, together with the home, embraced the cult of the pot plant, they can function as a kind of domestic pet. Watering and tending become a small but welcome interruptioninterruptions to office routines, a reminder of other ways of being. (Once upon a time, in the 1950s, an egalitarian movement in office design was born, which emphasised collaboration rather than hierarchy. It bears the resonant name Bürolandschaft – office landscape. FoliagePot plants were part of it.).
Two recent works by the artist take the form of plants, which are rendered in three dimensions via digital processing, in a neutral material coloured a yellowish-white. A virtual rubber plant stands tall and alone, rotating slowly, and is placed on a white marble plinth. A dieffenbachia (grown for its variegated foliage, though here its colour has drained away) does not quite show this confidence, and huddles close to a plinth, as though not quite wanting to be noticed.
The novelty of the process by which these objects have been made is still strong – we are familiar with plastic as a material that can be moulded, but not yet with the presence of digitally ghosted forms. Moth describes the process as ‘extracting an object from an image’..​[5]​ I can remember distinctly the moment I first held a digitally rendered sculpture in my hand, and had to try to understand: this object has been neither carved nor moulded. Sculpture in different periods, and through different technologies, has been able to suggest a relationship between the outer surface and interior structures; for digitally rendered objects, the question of interiority or inner life no longer seems valid. The virtual plants bring together two moments: our own time, in which digital processing has introduced new paradigms for understanding the relationship between materiality and image, and a past moment in exhibition history, when the presence of living plants next to plinths showed that modern sculpture could be friendly, approachable and not austere. The enterprising unexpectedness of Moth’s virtual plants shows again that her approach is curious about our present conditions, rather than nostalgic for past ones.
Moth has made many explorations of the plinth (and the box, its close relative the box) as quasi-sculptural forms. In 2008, for Hermes und der Pfau, a project space in Stuttgart, she made a photographic series of photographs showing rearrangements of wooden boxes in the space, at different times of day. The; the boxes were, accompanied by pot plants borrowed from whatever source she could find. The work took three days, and the space – which has windows on two sides, and is domestic in character – became occupied by intense and seemingly solitary play. The photographs were made as a way of understanding the activity, and they have a particular excitement. They show what it is to play with a room by putting too much into it (more than you should) and finding that the space does not necessarily become smaller. The rectilinearity of the boxes does not limit the dynamism of the arrangements. The pot plants, sometimes precariously balanced, discover the height of the room and make relationships with the life (and greenery) outside the window. The greenery is carefully remade by images that are black-and-white images. The exhibition, made a month or so afterwards, consisted of not much more than a book of these photographs, presented as a kind of key or guide to potentiality in the space itself, which was – now of course entirely emptied of the boxes and the plants.
The project is a striking one in its directness and its strong appeal to the viewer’s wish to imitate the activity. In this itIt demonstrates a convincing kinship with the open and experimental spiritedness of the best art of the 1970s. (Its title,   ‘.. . . at the time of dawn and dusk volumes appear and disappear’disappear, was in fact taken from a conversation with the artist David Medalla, preciselyhimself one of those experimental spirits. A more specific comparison might be with an artist’s book made by Shelagh Wakely in 1980, published by Coracle Press, titled it is so green outside it is difficult to leave the window: a sequence of photos made over a period of five years). .​[6]​
A slightly earlier work by Moth, Dolores (, 2006), was also preoccupied by the plinth/box. It was ostensibly a structure of neutral white plinths on which four slide –projectors (showing the Travelogue series, accompanied by sound recordings of different voices, describing the architecture) were placed. But the ‘plinths’ were wooden boxes of assorted sizes, unexpectedly plastered into position, making a notional modular sculpture that could easily have been rearranged in different ways. This calls to mind a child’s set of bricks, but also suggests, in the use of plaster, a real connection with the art of building. There seemed to be a question here – alongside her open-ended inquiry into modern architecture as a vernacular – about whether making an image archive alone was quite sufficient. The physical scale and uncertain status of the wooden boxes unbalanced the strong pedagogic associations of the slide-show; the boxes even in some sense served as obstacles to get in the way of seeing the images.

4. Contexts
Artists with a historical sense, who respond to the contexts of the places they work in, and who name the artists and themes they are engaged with, often find that their work is seen through the sources and references they draw on rather than as a new proposal in itself.  Charlotte Moth’s considerable interest in modern architecture as a vernacular, and in a diverse range of artists, some of whom she directly refers to directly, should not be the principal routes by which we approach her work.
The contexts for considering an artist like Moth, if we consider the total effect of her work, should also be looked at in terms of her own time. Strong art-historical accounts of the period from 1990 onwards are hard to find, but Ina Blom’s book On the Style Site: Art, Media and Sociality​[7]​ (Sternberg Press, 2007) identifies some at least of the conditions that a group of mostly European artists were responding to in this period. Blom identifies style – notably of interiors and, environments, and spaces that are becoming simultaneously public and private – as a new area of concern, and as a somewhat confusing twist on the earlier 20thtwentieth-century avant-garde preoccupation with the merging of art and life. Moth’s work can be seen to share characteristics with artists such as Dominique Gonzalez-Foerster and Tobias Rehberger (among a larger group of artists discussed by Blom), in that the space of the gallery is strongly needed as the container for a complex combination of illumination, objects, furnishings and display items, histories, arrangements, and images, not all of which have the same weight, physical insistence or sculptural presence. Moth does not make exhibitions that are crowded or confusing to look at, but a complexity and a degree of uncertainty – ‘lightness’ is just one aspect of this – has been somehowis folded into the objects and situations she makes. Backdrops are put firmly in the foreground of our attention, but do not necessarily become easier to see.
One of the bestmost interesting sections in Blom’s book identifies lamps and illumination as a new area of preoccupation for artists, as a displaced way of acknowledging the dominance in our experience of the light from media, televisions and screens. Moth also makes use of lighting in a number of ways. Sculpture made to be filmed (, 2012), and the Light Structure series include lamps integrally as active agents in the work; for Villa Surprise (, 2012),, a series of photographic works madetaken near Otwock, Poland, the lights and windows of the gallery were entirely covered by a blue filters. Afilter. One room of her exhibition at Kunstmuseum Liechtenstein is also filtered into blue, while all the other rooms are lit entirely by natural light. The strong value she places on natural light, as seen in ‘.. . . at the time of dawn and dusk volumes appear and disappear’, disappear, can be seen as part of a heightened consciousness about the role of lighting conditions in our perception of contemporary spaces and interiors. Valuing natural light is perhaps a way of registering the way architecture and space are can be perceived as obscurely threatened by media experience.
This is no more than a beginning of a discussion about how Charlotte Moth’s work can be understood as a contemporary proposal, whatever its areas of historical reference. Moth’s work also connects with artists such as Falke Pisano (with whom she shares an interest in Eileen Gray’s villa E-1027 – both artists have made work about it) and with artists such as Hague Yang, whose oddly mobile sculptures and hanging environments, many made with familiar design elements such as Venetianvenetian blinds, resonate with other aspects of contemporary uncertainty. Moth and Yang draw on very different cultural histories, but there are affinities in theirThere are affinities in the way both artists use of considered physical movement, and in the way they make choreographed encounters with spaces subject to subtle, slow and sometimes unexpected kinds of change.
In her conversation and in her teaching, the work Moth mentions most often is that of André Cadere (1934-–78) – the itinerant artist who everywhere carried a stick formed of coloured cylinders placed in specific combinations over a rod. Moth does not claim to rival the single-mindedness and the radical openness of this artist, who tried, and for a while succeeded, in taking art out into thequotidianthe space of  everyday life of the everyday.. Her strategies (and the workings out of her interest in travel and movement) are necessarily different. In any case, her recognition of the power of such proposals from the period of the 1970s is widely shared by European artists of her age and generation. The work they make, necessarily, does not look like that of the artists they may most admire.
	To more fully comprehendUnderstanding the contexts that artists such as Moth are working in involves an awareness viewers not onlyjust ofin the many stories we may tell about modern art, but also ofin an awareness of the displacements and provisionalities of contemporary life. A sense of mobility has entered deeply into spaces themselves, both physical and social, as they are repeatedly produced and also as they are destroyed. Art has a role in revealing and diagnosing these conditions, and it often does this best through a serious commitment to playing with them. Moth’s characteristic lightness can be seen as a form of that play. 
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